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a b s t r a c t

We compare a global compilation of shear-wave splitting measurements with azimuthal seismic
anisotropy parameters inferred from surface-wave tomography. The currently available splitting dataset
is taken from a novel comprehensive collection of available publications that is updated interactively
online. The comparison between the two types of data is made by calculating predicted splitting param-
eters from the anisotropic tomography model. Comparing these predicted splitting parameters with the
observed ones, we find a considerable correlation between the two datasets at global scale. This result
urface waves
plitting
pper mantle

is noteworthy, since such correlation did not seem to exist in previous studies. The spatial resolution
associated with the two types of methods is rather different. While surface waves have good vertical res-
olution and poor lateral resolution of several hundreds of kilometers, SKS splitting measurements have
good lateral, but poor vertical resolution. The correlation can be understood in light of recent proposi-
tions that anisotropy seen by SKS splitting constrains mostly the upper mantle, and therefore a similar
depth region as surface waves. The correlation also confirms the generally good quality of the shear-wave

that
measurements, as well as

. Introduction

Seismic waves are arguably the most powerful geophysical tools
o investigate the Earth’s deep interior. Anisotropy is one of the

any material properties that affect seismic wave propagation.
t manifests itself as a dependence of wave speed on direction.
uch anisotropy can be caused by structural variability, e.g., thin
ayers of alternating elastic properties (Backus, 1962) or fluid-
lled cracks (Crampin, 1984; Kendall et al., 2006). A second origin
hich is widely accepted to dominate at mantle depths is the pre-

erred orientation of anisotropic minerals by strain (e.g., Nicolas and
hristensen, 1987). Olivine plays a major role in the anisotropy of
he Earth’s mantle because it represents the primary constituent of
he upper mantle and is more anisotropic than the other minerals.
t upper mantle conditions olivine deforms by dislocation-creep

Nicolas and Christensen, 1987), and therefore aligns its main crys-
allographic axes with respect to structural directions (lineation,

ole of the foliation), therefore producing a large-scale anisotropy
etectable by seismic waves that is correlated with the geometry
f strain in the upper mantle. Identifying the orientation of seismic
nisotropy and its strength can thus help to constrain deforma-
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tion at depth. Comparing seismic anisotropy with other observables
such as gravitation and topography (Simons and van der Hilst,
2003) or the magnetic anomalies (Bokelmann and Wüstefeld, 2009;
Wüstefeld et al., in press) is helpful for understanding tectonic pro-
cesses acting within the Earth, both, ancient ones recorded within
the lithosphere, and more recent ones in the asthenosphere.

Hess (1964) was the first to measure azimuthal anisotropy from
Pn travel-time variations beneath the northern Pacific and to inter-
pret these variations in terms of mantle flow induced by sea-floor
spreading. Since these pioneering works, a variety of techniques
have been proposed for detecting seismic anisotropy. These include
relative P-wave delay times (e.g., Babuska et al., 1984; Bokelmann,
2002a,b), P-wave polarization (Bokelmann, 1995; Schulte-Pelkum
et al., 2001; Schulte-Pelkum and Blackman, 2003; Fontaine et
al., 2009), shear-wave splitting (for references see below) and
radial and azimuthal anisotropic surface-wave tomography (e.g.,
Montagner, 1986; Nishimura and Forsyth, 1988; Montagner and
Tanimoto, 1991).

The most direct evidence of seismic anisotropy is the splitting
of shear waves. Anisotropic media are indeed birefringent, split-
ting the incoming shear waves into two perpendicularly polarized

waves that propagate at different velocities. At the Earth’s surface,
it is therefore possible to quantify anisotropy by measuring the two
splitting parameters �t and ˚. The difference in arrival times (�t)
between the two split shear waves (Fig. 1) depends on both the
anisotropy strength and the length of the travel path through the
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Fig. 1. Paths and spatial resolution associated with teleseismic (SKS) shear waves
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nd surface waves. Surface waves propagate along the surface of the Earth, while
ave paths of teleseismic shear waves are nearly vertical. For the latter, there is a
rogressive time delay between the two (split) shear waves on the path toward the
tation at the Earth’s surface.

nisotropic medium. The azimuth ˚ of the fast split shear wave
olarization planes is related to the orientation of the anisotropic
tructure. Initially limited to direct S waves from local events (Ando
t al., 1980), the technique is now widely adopted for core-transiting
hases such as SKS, SKKS, and PKS (e.g., Vinnik et al., 1984, 1989;
ilver and Chan, 1991; see Savage, 1999 and Fouch and Rondenay,
006 for a review). Travelling on nearly vertical paths, teleseismic
hear waves provide measurements of anisotropy beneath a seis-
ic station with a relatively good lateral resolution of few tens of

ilometers (Fresnel-zone width) but with poor vertical resolution.
he teleseismic shear-wave splitting technique has become pop-
lar in the last decades for performing anisotropy measurements
hat help revealing present or past mantle deformation processes.
his technique has been widely applied in several geologic settings:
ubduction zones (e.g., Levin et al., 2004; Margheriti et al., 2003;
akajima and Hasegawa, 2004), rifts (e.g., Kendall, 1994; Gao et
l., 1997; Walker et al., 2004a,b; Kendall et al., 2005), hotspots (e.g.,
arruol and Granet, 2002; Walker et al., 2001, 2005), oceanic islands
e.g., Behn et al., 2004; Fontaine et al., 2005, 2007), orogens (e.g.,
arruol et al., 1998; Flesch et al., 2005) and stable continental envi-
onments (e.g., Fouch et al., 2000; Heintz and Kennett, 2005; Fouch
nd Rondenay, 2006; Assumpcao et al., 2006).

Azimuthal anisotropy was initially deduced from surface waves
y Forsyth (1975), then by Nishimura and Forsyth (1988) in
acific and by Montagner and Tanimoto (1991) at global scale.
he ever-growing dataset of seismic stations and recordings have
llowed, over the years, to significantly improve spatial resolution
f azimuthally anisotropic tomographic models (e.g., Trampert and
oodhouse, 2003; Smith et al., 2004; Debayle et al., 2005; Maggi et

l., 2006). By using the surface-wave (Rayleigh and Love) frequency
ependence on their penetration depth, surface-wave tomogra-
hy provides a relatively good vertical resolution of velocities and
nisotropy down to the transition zone although the lateral reso-
ution is relatively poor, generally not better than several hundreds
f kilometres. In addition to the good vertical resolution, surface-
ave tomography has the advantage of providing a continuous and

lobal-scale coverage of azimuthal anisotropy, except in poorly cov-
red areas. This is in sharp contrast to the resolution of teleseismic
hear-wave splitting measurements which provide localized mea-
ures of anisotropy directly beneath a seismic station.

Given the constraints on deformation within the Earth that seis-

ic anisotropy offers, there is much interest in understanding the

rigin of that anisotropy. Comparing observed fast directions with
bsolute plate motion directions is of interest (e.g., Vinnik et al.,
984; Silver and Chan, 1991; Montagner, 1994), since anisotropy in
he asthenosphere, if caused by relative motion between plates and
lanetary Interiors 176 (2009) 198–212 199

deeper interior of the Earth, should have fast directions parallel to
plate motion. On the other hand, fossil anisotropy in the lithosphere
does not need to show a correlation with current plate motion
directions. It is also of interest to compare seismic anisotropy
with predicted seismic anisotropy from flow calculations that have
become available in recent years. That has been done at regional
scale (Griot et al., 1998; Fouch et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2006), and
also at global scale (Behn et al., 2004; Becker et al., 2007; Conrad et
al., 2007).

This study addresses the question whether shear-wave split-
ting observations and surface-wave azimuthal anisotropy can be
used interchangeably for the comparison with flow models. The
different spatial resolution of the two types of data may result in sig-
nificant differences: surface waves offer vertical resolution, while
body waves offer lateral resolution. Furthermore, shear-wave split-
ting observations have mostly been made on continents (Fig. 1),
whereas surface-wave models offer some resolution at all places of
the Earth’s surface, although poor ray coverage may result in weak
constrains in some regions. A further complication for comparing
the two datasets arises from the fact that the anisotropy is mainly
characterized by two parameters, fast orientation and strength. A
good coherence in one parameter does not necessarily means a good
coherence in the other.

So far, there have been only few attempts to directly relate body-
wave and surface-wave anisotropy. Because the two techniques
sample the anisotropy along vertical and horizontal propagation
directions, respectively, the results cannot be compared directly.
Montagner et al. (2000) proposed to predict splitting parameters
from a multi-layer anisotropic surface-wave model. That study has
suggested reasonable correlation at regional scale in some regions,
but at global scale there did not appear to be a clear correlation.
The possibility was discussed that the spatial resolution of the two
techniques is perhaps too different to allow realistic comparisons.

In this paper we follow the approach of Montagner et al. (2000),
and we study the relation between anisotropy measures from
shear-wave splitting and surface-wave models at global scale, as
well as for a few selected key regions. We will in fact show that
there is indeed a correlation at global scale, and discuss its implica-
tions. In the first part of the paper, we present the new shear-wave
splitting dataset. In the second part we present the prediction of
splitting measurements obtained from recent surface-wave tomog-
raphy and in the third part, we compare the observed splitting data
with the predicted parameters.

2. World-wide shear-wave splitting results

Over the past decades, a large number of shear-wave splitting
studies have been published. Some of these studies have analyzed
sets of globally distributed stations (e.g., Silver, 1996; Barruol and
Hoffmann, 1999), while most focused on regional networks of sta-
tions, providing detailed knowledge on specific areas. Ever-larger
temporary seismic arrays (e.g., USArray) and long-running per-
manent stations make the available shear-wave splitting dataset
grow rapidly, and the need for a central depository for all avail-
able splitting measurements has been evoked (e.g., Fouch and
Rondenay, 2006). Evans et al. (2006) present a shear wave splitting
database, where they re-calculated available broadband stations.
Our approach is different from that. In order to make all the pub-
lished splitting data easily available in a homogeneous format,
we developed an interactive database. The main features of this

shear-wave splitting database are that the user may: (i) enter
new splitting data via a web interface, (ii) search the database
for a specific station or within a region, (iii) download the whole
splitting parameters and corresponding bibliographic references
and (iv) visualize the database, e.g., through GoogleEarth. Such an
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ig. 2. Global comparison of shear-wave splitting parameters: (a) measured (b)
atabase. (b) Predicted splitting values calculated using the method of Montagner et
etween 50 and 500 km. Values are displayed on a 3◦ × 3◦ grid. The regions which a

pproach ensures that results of individual studies will be taken
nto account by the community, as users of splitting data will
lways find the most “up-to-date” information. This database is
vailable on the “Geosciences Montpellier” website at the address
ttp://www.gm.univ-montp2.fr/splitting/DB.

As of June 2008, the database contains 2566 entries from 133 ref-
renced studies (see Fig. 2a). Note that the database is a collection of
he work of various authors over many years, using a broad range
f filters and possibly quality control factors. The global splitting
elay times show an approximately log-normal distribution with
ost values between 0.4 and 1.4 s and a maximum at 1 s (Fig. 3a

nd b). This distribution is in agreement with earlier studies, e.g.,
hat of Silver (1996). Petrophysical analyses of upper mantle rocks
ampled in orogenic or ophiolite peridotite massifs, or as kimberlite
r basalt xenoliths suggest that such a mean delay time requires a
00–150 km thick anisotropic layer (Mainprice and Silver, 1993; Ben

smail and Mainprice, 1998; Mainprice et al., 2000; Ben-Ismail et al.,
001). We note that fast-axis orientations prefer E–W orientations,
hich are interesting in the light of speculations of uniform global

late motion relative to the underlying mantle (Doglioni, 1994;
teinberger and O’Connel, 1998; Doglioni et al., 2003). However,
ted. (a) World-wide shear-wave splitting observations contained in the splitting
00) for the 1◦ × 1◦ anisotropic tomography model of Debayle et al. (2005) at depths
lyzed in further detail in the text are marked (a–h).

these statistics have to be considered with care, for two reasons:
(i) the ocean–continent discrepancy: most splitting data originated
from continents, where the azimuth may be dominated by frozen-
in lithospheric anisotropy. Only a small amount of splitting data
originated from oceanic environments where one could expect to
observe present-day processes related to asthenospheric flow. (ii)
Seismic stations are not evenly distributed worldwide. Temporary
experiments generally gather many instruments in a small area
(e.g., Barruol et al., 1998; Walker et al., 2005; Flesch et al., 2005),
which may cause a bias in statistical analyses. Furthermore, the dif-
ferent continents are not equally well sampled, and there is indeed
an over-representation of North America and Western Europe in
the dataset.

3. Predicting shear-wave splitting parameters from
surface-wave data
Montagner et al. (2000) developed a method to predict splitting
parameters from surface-wave anisotropy results. Their approach
is not unlike that of several earlier studies that discuss the effect
of multiple anisotropic layers on the effective splitting parame-

http://www.gm.univ-montp2.fr/splitting/DB
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ig. 3. Statistical distribution of 2286 globally distributed shear-wave splitting mea
elay times, (b) that of fast split directions. The statistical distributions of predicted
resented separately for continents (c, d) and oceans (e, f). See text for discussion.

ers (Silver and Savage, 1994; Wolfe and Silver, 1998; Rümpker and
ilver, 1998; Saltzer et al., 2000). The fast axis ˚ as well as the delay
ime �t of a vertically propagating SKS phase that results from a
weak) anisotropic layer is related to the elastic parameters Gs = C45,
c = 1/2(C55 − C44), and L = 1/2(C44 + C55) that can be obtained from
urface-wave studies (Montagner, 1986). This can be generalized for
ultiple layers. Montagner et al. (2000) have proposed a first-order

xpansion that is valid at periods larger than 10 s, e.g., for SKS and
KKS waves. Under that assumption, splitting delay and fast direc-
ion can be predicted by a simple integration along the (assumed
ertical) ray path, as

dt̄ =

√√√√√
⎛
⎝

a∫
0
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dz

⎞
⎠
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√
�

L
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L
dz

⎞
⎠

2
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�̄fast = 1

2 arctan
⎜⎜⎝

a

0

√
(�/L)(Gs/L)dz

∫ a

0

(�/L)(Gc/L)dz

⎟⎟⎠
(1)
ents contained in the current SKS splitting database. (a) Shows the distribution of
ing parameters, calculated from surface-wave anisotropy (Debayle et al., 2005) are

where a corresponds to the maximum depth extent of the tomo-
graphic model and � is the density of each layer. In the following
we will use the global tomographic model of Debayle et al. (2005).
Fig. 2b shows predicted shear-wave splitting for that model, inte-
grating from 500 to 50 km depth (thus excluding the negligible
influence of the crust).

Debayle et al. (2005) have used observations of fundamental
and higher-mode Rayleigh waves, and among the 100779 ray paths,
they include many short epicentre-station paths, which give partic-
ularly strong constraints. The inversion has used a spatially variable
cell size determined using Voronoi tessellation, and the smallest
cells have sizes of about 200 km. Since anisotropic and isotropic
variations often occur together, it is not likely that the very small
variations are resolved. Therefore, the tomographic inversion has
also imposed a spatial smoothness constraint via a Gaussian corre-
lation function with standard deviation of 400 km. It is clear that
resolution must vary strongly with location along the Earth’s sur-

face, due to the variable ray coverage. In places where the coverage
is particularly good, resolution will be better, but it is not quite
clear what the resolution limit is. In principle, a Voronoi tech-
nique is well-adapted for optimally extracting information in this
situation. In any case, a lower bound on resolution is imposed
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ig. 4. Coherence of the SKS splitting parameters with the predicted splitting value
◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ . Several combinations of datasets are tested, such as the effect of a
efore 1997, corresponding to dataset of Silver (1996). See text for discussion.

y the smoothness constraint corresponding to length scales of
00 km.

Fig. 3c–f presents the statistical distribution of the predicted
plitting parameters. The delay times range between 0 and 2 s,
ith a maximum of the distribution around 0.5 s, for both con-

inental and oceanic environments. The predicted splitting delay
imes are thus systematically smaller delay than the observed ones
Fig. 3a and b). Potential causes for this bias may be (i) the damp-
ng that is necessarily applied during the surface-wave inversion,
eading to an underestimation of parameters, (ii) an underesti-

ation of true lateral variations due to an insufficient lateral
esolution of surface waves and/or (iii) incompatibilities between
he assumptions of anisotropy systems inherent to both methods.

e choose to show the angular distribution separately for con-
inental (Fig. 3c and d) and oceanic regions (Fig. 3e and f). For
ceanic environments, the predicted splitting orientations display
ardly any azimuthal preference on a global scale. However, for
ontinental areas there are two maxima of predicted fast direc-
ions, a stronger one in N–S direction, and a weaker one in E–W
irection. The N–S predicted fast directions appear primarily in
frica, north-east Asia, and Australia (Fig. 2b), where station cover-
ge for observed splitting measurements is poor. Such a discrepancy
etween predicted and observed fast split direction statistics could
herefore be related to the extremely uneven station coverage
resent in the splitting database. However, at least for Africa,

C(˛) =

∫
�

∫
�

{
dt1(�, � ) sin �dt2(�, � ) sin �

√∫ ∫
dt1(�, � )2sin2
he N–S orientation is in accordance with recent surface-wave
omographic models (Sebai et al., 2006; Montagner et al., 2007).
he E–W maximum is much less pronounced for surface waves than

� �
grating anisotropy between 50 and 500 km depth, for “correlation lengths” Dcorr of
d 10◦ grid of predicted values and a limited set of data (e and f): studies published

that for body waves, and it therefore does not serve to confirm this
as a continental feature at the largest scale.

4. Comparing observed and predicted SKS splitting

The two datasets we compare have rather different distribu-
tion on the Earth’s surface. While the splitting parameters are
obtained at unevenly distributed seismic stations (Fig. 2a), the pre-
dicted splitting values from the surface-wave model of Debayle et
al. (2005) are evenly distributed on a 1◦ × 1◦ grid (Fig. 2b). Compar-
ing the two datasets therefore requires interpolation. Interpolating
sparse vectorial data as splitting measurements onto a regular grid
is possible (Bird and Li, 1996; Lucente et al., 2006), but to avoid
stability problems due to the different spatial support, we prefer
to follow the approach proposed by Montagner et al. (2000), i.e.,
we linearly interpolate the regular grid of the predicted anisotropy
parameters to the location of each splitting measurement.

The correlation between the observed and predicted datasets is
then obtained by using an adapted form of the coherence function
initially defined by Griot et al. (1998). This mathematical function
quantifies the correlation between two vectorial data sets on a
sphere (co-latitude �, longitude � ) by taking into account the two
anisotropy parameter pairs (˚1, �t1; ˚2, �t2). Since each parameter
pair corresponds to a phase and amplitude, a natural form of the
coherence between two continuous fields on the sphere is

p(−((�1(�, � ) − �2(�, � ) + ˛)2/(2D2
corr)))

}
d�d�

d�

√∫ ∫
dt2(�, � )2 sin2 �d�d�

(2)
� �

The phases (fast directions) enter through an exponential form
that is normalized by a “correlation factor” Dcorr. This formula does
not require an alignment of the two sets of fast axes. The test ori-
entation ˛ can vary between −90◦ and +90◦ and allows testing for
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n angular bias between the two datasets. The normalization in the
onventional fashion ensures that the coherence varies between

(uncorrelated) and 1 (perfect correlation). An anti-correlation
etween the fast axes would show up as a peak at ±90◦.

If C(˛) is represented by a horizontal line, the two models are
ncorrelated. A Gaussian shape of C(˛) indicates a certain coher-
nce, with the location of the peak corresponding to the mean
otation between the models. Fig. 4a illustrates this by comparing
he 1◦ × 1◦ predicted splitting dataset with itself. As expected, this
esults in a Gaussian distribution with a maximum value of 1 ori-
nted at 0◦. Fig. 4b shows the coherence of the predicted splitting
ata on a 1◦ grid with that of a 10◦ grid. Maximum values are con-
iderably smaller than 1 now, and the distributions are much wider,
eflecting the added variance from the interpolation using the 10◦

rid. In fact, there is much variation of predicted fast directions in
ig. 2b, at scales below 10◦.

.1. Global correlation of splitting parameters

Montagner et al. (2000) compared splitting parameters as pre-
icted by a global anisotropic tomography model (Montagner and
animoto, 1991) with the shear-wave splitting results compiled
y Silver (1996). The results suggested a fairly good coherence at
egional scale (for instance in the Western United States and in
entral Asia), but no clear coherence at global scale. The authors
ave attributed the latter to the different depth and lateral sensi-
ivity in both datasets. Surface waves are best resolved in oceanic
nvironment, where large-scale structures are expected but where
tation coverage and therefore shear-wave splitting measurements
re sparsely distributed in that environment. In contrast, shear-
ave splitting has a relatively good lateral resolution and may

vidence short-scale variations in upper mantle structures beneath
he continents that are hardly visible from surface-wave analyses.
he authors also suggested that the usually-performed single-layer

nversion for splitting parameters may represent an oversimplifica-
ion that contributes to the missing global correlation.

Fig. 4c and d show the coherence of predicted splitting from
he model of Debayle et al. (2005), integrated between 50 and
00 km depth, with the splitting database, taking into account the
ntire database using gridding sizes of 1◦ and 10◦, for the correla-
ion lengths used previously (Dcorr = 5◦, 10◦ or 20◦). The coherence
s slightly broader for the 10◦ grid (Fig. 4d) than for the 1◦ grid
Fig. 4c). However, both comparisons give a rather good correlation
f available splitting data and anisotropic surface-wave model, with
maximum centred near 0◦ misfit. This indicates that the available

plitting database sufficiently covers the globe, as it is insensitive
o the resolution of the surface-wave model.

In the former study, Montagner et al. (2000) used the anisotropic
urface-wave model of Montagner and Tanimoto (1991) and the
plitting data collection of Silver (1996). The global coherence was
ound to show a local minimum at 0◦ misfit, with local maxima
n both sides. We were able to roughly reproduce this behaviour
y incorporating only the splitting measurements available before
997 (Fig. 4e). Montagner et al. (2000) concluded that there is no
lobal correlation. In fact, Fig. 4d–f suggest that the absence of
orrelation in that study was apparently an effect of insufficient
plitting data coverage and limited spatial resolution in available
urface-wave models at the time. Since Fresnel zones of the com-
only used SKS waves are of the order of 100 km at upper mantle

epths, and since splitting parameters vary at these scale length
Fig. 2a), averaging azimuthal anisotropy at scale larger than 10◦
ntroduce a too large smoothing to preserve a good coherence
etween the body-wave pattern and the large-scale surface-wave
attern.

The higher correlation of the new global set (Fig. 4c) in compar-
son to sub-dataset of Silver (1996) (Fig. 4e) may on the other hand
lanetary Interiors 176 (2009) 198–212 203

reflect the numerous regional studies performed after 1996, that
concentrate a large number of stations in relatively small areas,
e.g., in the Eifel region (Walker et al., 2005), and the Pyrenees
(Barruol et al., 1998). This leads to regional biases. The difference
suggests that we should try to eliminate the regional biases if pos-
sible, or at least eliminate the effect of the spatially varying data
density where we have data. So far, all data points enter equally into
the coherence, and local studies with dense station coverage will
thus have a stronger effect on the coherence than sparsely instru-
mented areas. We address this problem by gridding the splitting
data. However, standard interpolation procedures are inappropri-
ate when interpolating sparse directional data on a sphere (Bird
and Li, 1996). One approach to solve this problem may be by using
Voronoi cells, similar to the method of Debayle et al. (2005) or
Larmat et al. (2006). In this study, however, we follow a different
approach: To account for both the amplitude and orientation of
anisotropy we separate amplitude (delay time) and orientation (fast
direction). The delay time is gridded using a standard cubic spline
interpolation to give a map of gridded delay times T. The directional
component of anisotropy is computed using an algorithm that has
already been successfully applied to global stress data (Müller et
al., 2003). The gridding algorithm is based on Watson (1985) and
extended by a distance weighting (Wehrle, 1998). For a series of
unit vectors �y, given at positions �x, Watson (1985) proposes a tech-
nique that searches for a ‘predictor’ function �f (�x) that describes the
vector field parallel (or anti-parallel) to �y. This is achieved by max-

imising the (quadratic) scalar product P =
〈�f (�xi)

T �yi

〉2
. Furthermore,

to be smooth, the (quadratic) scalar product of two neighbouring

functions N =
〈�f (�xi)

T �yj

〉2
must be maximum as well. The resulting

gridded vector field is thus the maximum of the following function
K(f):

K(f ) =
n∑

i=1

⎛
⎝Pd(�xi, �xi) + �

∑
j=1,j /= i

Nd(�xj, �xi)

⎞
⎠ (3)

As mentioned, the P-term achieves optimum fitting of the data,
the N-term controls the smoothness of the resulting field. The
weighting factor � lambda thus controls the relative influence of
the data fidelity and smoothness, respectively. The function d(xi,
xj) expresses the distance weighting of point xj at xi within a search
radius R (Wehrle, 1998). The interpolated splitting “vector field”
is then the linear combination of the gridded splitting amplitude
and K(f), calculated at the locations �si. These coincide with the
grid points of the tomographic model and thus the location of the
predicted splitting parameters.

V = T
∣∣�S K(f )

∣∣�S (4)

Fig. 5 shows an example result of that gridding for R = 600 km
and � = 5 on a 3◦ × 3◦ grid. Null measurements, though important
to constrain fast directions at individual stations (Wüstefeld and
Bokelmann, 2007), are not taken into account.

Similar to Fig. 4, we calculate the coherence functions of the pre-
dicted splitting with these smoothed global datasets, to ascertain
that the correlation between observed and predicted splitting as
described in the previous section, is not an artefact of the rather
heterogeneous data density. If the correlation is real, this helps to
define the inherent lateral resolvability of anisotropy by the used
surface-wave model.

The results for various parameter combinations of R and � are

presented in Fig. 6a (Dcorr is fixed to 10◦). For all tests, there is a max-
imum near 0◦, suggesting that there is indeed a correlation also for
the gridded data, similar to the global correlation found previously
(Fig. 4). The correlation between the two datasets is therefore not
an artefact of the uneven sampling.
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ig. 5. Smoothed version of shear-wave splitting observations. Smoothing paramete
n a 3◦ × 3◦ grid.

Fig. 6b shows the dependence of the coherence value at 0◦ on
earch radius for various �. Interestingly, the coherence decreases
learly below R = 400 km while it stays more or less constant
etween 400 and 1000 km. Below R = 400 km, the coherence shows
weak dependence on smoothing parameter �. This is as expected,

ince the effect of � must be somewhat similar to that of the search
adius. Thus, the decrease of coherence below R = 400 km also mani-
ests itself in the � values. A peak in coherence is obtained for strong
moothing with � = 10 and 50 at search radii of R = 400 km. More-
ver, a plateau of relatively good coherence is found for � = 5 and R
etween 600 and 700 km.
Fig. 6c and d are similar to Fig. 6a and b, but the order of each
arameter (˚1, �t1; ˚2, �t2) has been randomised. In such random
est any spatial coherence should be eliminated, unless there is an
nherent correlation, due to a non-random data distribution. Com-
aring Fig. 6c with Fig. 6a we note that coherence indeed drops

ig. 6. (a) Coherence function using the smoothed splitting data of Fig. 5. Three differen
oherence value as a function of search smoothing parameter � at 0◦ misfit. (c) and (d) Sho
arameters to test for inherent correlation of the two models. Note the much lower ampl
chosen as R = 600 km and � = 5 (cf. Fig. 7). Calculation was for a 1◦ × 1◦ grid, displayed

sharply, indicating that the correlation observed in Fig. 6a is indeed
real. The weak residual coherence in Fig. 3b thus shows the artefact
of the non-uniform distribution of splitting fast directions.

4.2. Regional correlation of splitting parameters

The previous section showed that anisotropy as determined
from surface waves and those from body waves show similar results
on a global scale, though both methods sample the Earth at different
scales. In this section we discuss several regional subsets of different
tectonic background. Montagner et al. (2000) point out that sev-

eral regional subsets have a rather good coherence despite the poor
global coherence obtained in their earlier study. They relate that
partially to an increased resolution of regional tomographic mod-
els used. We limit our comparison here to regional subsets of the
global model. Regional tomographic models might provide higher

t values for R are used (100, 600, 1000 km), as well as a smoothing value � = 5. (b)
w the same as (a) and (b) respectively, but for a randomised distribution of splitting
itude of correlation in (c) and the random variation in (d).
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Fig. 7. Correlation of the smoothed splitting paramet

esolution, yet a detailed comparison of all available models would
e beyond the scope of this study. Fig. 7 illustrates the coherence

unction for several regional subsets in different tectonic settings
subduction, rifts, volcanic islands, cratons). See Figs. 2 and 5 for
ocations. Generally, the coherence is very good, with a clear max-
mum centred close to 0◦ misfit. Only the absolute value of that

aximum varies between the regions. We attribute this to differ-
nces in the observed and predicted delay times, as we will discuss
elow.

Montagner (2002) selected Western United States and Central
sia for closer discussion. For consistency and comparison with

hat study we will briefly discuss the results of our new coher-
nce study, and also present results for other selected regions and
ectonic settings. Additional maps of test regions can be found
n Appendix. This section shall provide an overview on coher-
nces between the two datasets. For detailed interpretation of the
nisotropy in the selected regions we kindly refer to the according
ublications.

.2.1. The Andes
Several studies analyzed shear-wave splitting in the Andes and

djacent Nazca plate. Polet et al. (2000) argue that most significant
ontribution to splitting occurs below the slab, with a complex,
patially varying anisotropy pattern. Russo and Silver (1994) and
elffrich et al. (2002) propose that the large-scale pacific mantle
ow pattern is deviated around the South American continent by
oll-back of the Nazca slab.

The coherence between predicted and interpolated observed
plitting is variable in this area, with poles at −70◦, +20◦ and +60◦
Figs. 7a and 10). This behaviour renders the complex interaction,
ometimes at small scale, between subduction of oceanic plate
nd mountain range formation, both of which may cause differ-
nt anisotropy orientations (Vauchez and Nicolas, 1991; Barruol et
l., 1998; Kneller et al., 2007).
milar to Fig. 4), for individual regions shown in Fig. 5.

4.2.2. The East Pacific Rise
The coherence between predicted and interpolated observa-

tion of splitting is striking for stations in the vicinity of the East
Pacific Rise (Figs. 7b and 11). These measurements come from
the MELT and GLIMPSE Ocean Bottom Seismometers experiments
(Wolfe and Solomon, 1998; Harmon et al., 2004). They proposed
Lattice Preferred Orientation (LPO) of anisotropic minerals par-
allel to mantle flow trending normal to the spreading axis as
main cause for splitting, as well as a deeper contribution of an
asthenospheric return flow from the South Pacific superswell. This
agreement between the fast split directions and the surface-wave
anisotropy is not restricted to the ridge itself but is extending
further West in the French Polynesia domain where Fontaine et
al. (2007) evidenced a clear signature of the asthenospheric flow
in the SKS splitting observations that also dominates within the
surface-wave tomographies, both exhibiting dominant fast direc-
tions parallel to the plate motion direction. Further south, the EPR
region also contains station RPN, located on the Easter Island Hot
Spot, for which a multi-layer case has been proposed (Fontaine et
al., 2007). The SKS anisotropy pattern observed at this station is
clearly not the result of the ridge spreading alone and may likely
result from the combination of spreading-related mantle flow and
hotspot-related mantle upwelling. South and east of station RPN,
although both the station coverage and resolution of the surface-
wave model is too small to confidently relate this behaviour to
mantle upwelling, the predicted and interpolated splitting coin-
cide rather well, whereas towards the north, the two models are
almost perpendicular. This can be seen in Fig. 7b as a smaller peak
at −65◦.
4.2.3. North America
The understanding of regional tectonics in North America is con-

tinuously improved (e.g., Humphreys and Coblentz, 2007). Seismic
anisotropy beneath North America has been addressed by numer-
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Fig. 8. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and smoothed (magenta with small arrow head) shear wave splitting data in (a) Western US and (b)
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aapvaal Craton where the tomographic model (i.e., predicted splitting) seems to b
aused by different delay time due to damping effects in the tomography. (For inter
ersion of the article.)

us authors (see references in Walker et al., 2004a,b; Fouch and
ondenay, 2006; Bokelmann and Wüstefeld, 2009). The pertaining
antle flow is mainly controlled by the various tectonic settings

anging from cratons in the north (e.g., Bokelmann, 2002a,b), moun-
ain ranges in the east (e.g., Barruol et al., 1997; Fouch et al., 2000),
nd continental hotspot (e.g., Waite et al., 2005) and subduction in
he west that could interfere with strike-slip tectonics to produce
complex toroidal mantle flow pattern (e.g., Xue and Allen, 2007;
andt and Humphreys, 2008). The splitting dataset presented in
his study indicates good correlation with the splitting predicted
rom surface-wave azimuthal anisotropy in North America (Figs.
c and 12). Montagner et al. (2000) observed however a rotation
f +30◦ between observed and predicted splitting in the Western
S (Fig. 8a). In this region, the coherence of the new dataset has

mproved (Fig. 7d), likely due to the larger amount of splitting data
109 measurements today versus 47 available in 1996), but per-
aps also due to the more recent tomographic model used in this
tudy that may provide an improved lateral resolution. The result-
ng misfit is reduced to a slight rotation of −10◦ for all of North
merica. In Western North America the angular misfit is precisely
◦. This suggests that surface waves and shear wave splitting expe-
ience the same anisotropic structures (Fig. 8a) and therefore, that
he apparent complexity of the crustal tectonics in this region may
e overlying a mantle structure characterized by a simpler pattern
t longer wavelength. It thus appears to be consistent to invert the
wo datasets together as has been done recently by Marone and
omanowicz (2007).

.2.4. Kaapvaal Craton
Several studies analyzed the Kaapvaal upper mantle anisotropy

y using either SKS wave splitting (e.g., Vinnik et al., 1996; Barruol
nd Ben Ismail, 2001; Silver et al., 2001; Fouch et al., 2004) or the
nformation brought to the surface by kimberlite nodules (e.g., Ben-

smail et al., 2001). Silver et al. (2001) and Gao et al. (2002) point out
hat the fast orientations do not correlate with plate motion direc-
ions of Gripp and Gordon (2002). The fast orientation correlates
owever very well with regional geologic trends, suggesting litho-
pheric origins of anisotropy. Furthermore, a high-density array in
inated by the African Super Swell. Differences in coherence magnitude (Fig. 7) are
ion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web

the Kimberley region found small-scale variations in shear wave
splitting parameters, which can only be explained by lithospheric
origins of anisotropy (Fouch et al., 2004).

In global tomographic models, one of the most intriguing fea-
tures is the African Superswell (e.g., Nyblade and Robinson, 1994;
Ritsema and van Heijst, 2000; Conrad and Gurnis, 2003), which is
an ongoing, large-scale, northward oriented mantle upwelling. This
upwelling can provide an explanation for the predicted splitting
(Figs. 2b and 8b) particularly because of the absence of predicted
splitting beneath the Namibia-Botswana border region (Fig. 8b),
since vertically oriented anisotropy is not included in the methods
used here. The presence of two peaks in the regional coherence
function (Fig. 7e) may indicate that the anisotropy observed by
tomographic studies is not only related to the ongoing mantle
upwelling, but also related to ancient lithospheric anisotropy, at
least in the upper mantle regions.

4.2.5. The East African rift zone
Rifting along the East African Rift Valley (EAR) has been ana-

lyzed at mantle to crustal scales by various studies (see Kendall et
al., 2006 for a review). Collectively, the results support a model for
magma assisted rifting in Ethiopia with an increase in melt pro-
duction towards the Red Sea, which is strongly supported by the
prediction of partial melt on the basis of P- and S-wave tomogra-
phy (Bastow et al., 2005, 2008). In Tanzania and Kenya, fast split
shear waves parallel the E and W arms of the EAR that encircle the
Tanzanian craton (Gao et al., 1997; Walker et al., 2004a,b).

The coherence between observed and predicted splitting is
rather strong with a maximum at 0◦ deviation (Figs. 7f and 13).
The strong coherence is mainly due to high correlation of both
direction and amplitude of splitting between the predicted and
interpolated datasets beneath Afar (Fig. 13). Kendall et al. (2006)
proposed a suite of different causes of anisotropy beneath the East

African rift system. The main cause of anisotropy is attributed to
thin melt pockets directly beneath the rift zone, oriented paral-
lel to the rift axis. Away from the rift axis, the lithospheric LPO is
likely related to pre-existing fabric, while beneath the lithosphere
the LPO could be due to viscous coupling between the base of the
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The predicted shear wave splitting contains a few regions of neg-
ligible splitting amplitude (central Northern Territory, just south of
Western Australia, and in Central New South Wales; see Fig. 15). In
our approach, the predicted splitting is calculated from 19 layers,
each 25 km thick. The correlation between non-Null observations
A. Wüstefeld et al. / Physics of the Earth

ithosphere and large-scale mantle upwelling. This model explains
he rift-parallel fast splitting orientations in the rift valley. Such
xplanation leaves the good correlation somewhat surprising, since
lobal surface waves are not expected to resolve that feature. The
plitting delay times predicted in this area are relatively low, which
ay be due to two perpendicular anisotropic orientations (see dis-

ussion for Australia). An alternative explanation might be that the
antle upwelling beneath the rift causes vertically oriented fast

xis in the mantle. These do not contribute to the observed and the
redicted splitting.

.2.6. Central Asia
In Central Asia (Figs. 7g and 14), more than 250 measurements

re now available, in comparison with the 33 available before 1997.
he new model seems to be less coherent (Fig. 7g) than the previous
ne, as discussed in Montagner et al. (2000), and it is characterized
y the presence of two peaks in the coherence function at +15◦

nd −70 ◦. Montagner et al. (2000) used a local high-resolution
omographic model (Griot et al., 1998) for calculating the predicted
plitting. The two compared datasets seem to be rotated by 20◦.
he main region of discrepancy is the Tibetan Plateau, while coher-
nce is good for the Tien Shan basin and the North China craton,
n the North-West and North-East of Fig. 14, respectively. In gen-
ral, discrepancies between the global (Montagner and Tanimoto,
991) and local (Griot et al., 1998) tomographic datasets highlight
he importance of local high-resolution tomography that may be
ensitive to shorter wavelength structures. This regional analysis
lso suggests that more data do not necessarily imply a better coher-
nce since local studies involving a large number of stations over a
imited space may strongly bias the general coherence function at
he regional and global scale. They conclude that future approaches
hould consider the effect of different data density in greater detail.
ew azimuthal anisotropy tomographic models of Central Asia with

n enhanced lateral resolution are presently issuing. Consequently
ime is ripe for a new quantitative comparison between SKS split-
ing data and tomographic models, but it is beyond the scope of this
aper.

ig. 9. Scatter-plot of predicted splitting delay versus observed splitting delay. The
redicted delay times are generally smaller, indicating a bias from the tomography,
robably due to damping effects.
lanetary Interiors 176 (2009) 198–212 207

4.2.7. Australia
The coherence in Australia is rather good (Figs. 7h and 15).

Given the complex anisotropy described by other studies of this
area, this is somewhat surprising. Debayle et al. (2005) found
that Australia is the only continent where azimuthal anisotropy
(inferred from surface waves) correlates well with present day
absolute plate motion. This correlation is most significant at depths
between 150 and 300 km. In Australia many stations are observed as
isotropic, i.e., Nulls from a broad range of backazimuths. Heintz and
Kennett (2005, 2006) point out that this apparent isotropy at these
stations is also consistent with two layers of mutually perpendic-
ular anisotropy orientations (Silver and Savage, 1994; Barruol and
Hoffmann, 1999).
Fig. 10. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and
smoothed (magenta with small arrow head) shear wave splitting data in the Andes.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article.)
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ig. 11. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and
moothed (magenta with small arrow head) shear wave splitting data in the East
acific. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader

s referred to the web version of the article.)
nd predicted splitting is very good, indicating that such gradual
hange in anisotropy orientation with depth mimics the non-Null
plitting observations well. This in turn indicates that assuming a
wo layer case may be an oversimplification.

ig. 12. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and smoothed (m
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
lanetary Interiors 176 (2009) 198–212

5. Discussion

Generally, the resolution of global anisotropic surface-wave
models is thought to not be better than a thousand kilometres. For
an increasing number of regions, recent high-resolution regional
anisotropic tomographic models are available, and future stud-
ies should address their correlation with regional splitting data in
more detail. For the global model, the dependence of correlation
on search radius in Fig. 6b may suggest that resolution capability
is somewhat better than the initially thought thousand kilome-
tres. This is true at least for the parts of the Earth that contain the
most seismological stations. These areas correspond to the seis-
mically best-resolved portions on Earth, obviously for shear wave
splitting but also in surface-wave data due to the higher density of
crossing ray paths in those areas. The use of Voronoi cells allows
the tomographic model of Debayle et al. (2005) to reflect spatially
varying resolutions. The drop-off in correlation below 400 km is
interesting, since we would be able to see that effect only if there
is resolution of surface-wave data for those best-resolved parts
of the Earth down to 400 km length scales, which is consider-
ably better than we expected. Whether or not this is the correct
explanation for the decay below 400 km, this resolution study is
very encouraging, since it indicates lateral surface-wave resolution
somewhat below a thousand kilometres for the well-resolved por-
tion of the Earth. The resolution will be considerably weaker in
less well-covered regions. A recent study of the Canadian shield
(Bokelmann and Wüstefeld, 2009) has suggested that surface-
wave anisotropy models do not yet have a similar resolution there,
anisotropy.
This will probably change somewhat in the next years, with

the availability of massive regional datasets. Also methodologi-
cal developments such as simultaneous inversions of splitting and

agenta with small arrow head) shear wave splitting data in the North America. (For
web version of the article.)
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(e.g., Suetsugu et al., 2005). This should allow for a separate analysis
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ig. 13. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and
moothed (magenta with small arrow head) shear wave splitting data in East Africa.
For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
eferred to the web version of the article.)

urface-wave data are quite useful (e.g., Marone and Romanowicz,

007).

A limitation of our method is that no Null stations, i.e., appar-
ntly isotropic stations, are included. The explanation of such
ull stations is not yet completely understood as ever more evi-
ence suggests that at least the upper part of the mantle is

ig. 14. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and smoothed
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
lanetary Interiors 176 (2009) 198–212 209

anisotropic. This evidence is based on seismological observations
as presented in this paper and also on mineralogical studies (e.g.,
Ben Ismail and Mainprice, 1998; Mainprice et al., 2000; Holtzman
et al., 2003). Nulls stations do not necessarily imply pervasive
upper mantle isotropy, but may for example be caused by two
anisotropic layers with mutually perpendicular fast orientations
(e.g., Silver and Savage, 1994; Heintz and Kennett, 2006). Null sta-
tions may also not imply large-scale upper mantle isotropy. For
instance, P-polarization analysis at station PPT in Tahiti Island
(Fontaine et al., 2009) clearly demonstrates that the isotropy
deduced from SKS splitting, located vertically beneath the station,
has a restricted lateral extent, implying that such a short-scale
upper mantle structure can hardly be visible in surface-wave tomo-
graphies.

The database contains only a limited amount of multi-layer
cases. For the bulk of data, the observed (apparent) splitting param-
eters reflect the vertical integration of the different layers of the
surface-wave anisotropic model Although the model is divided in 19
layers between 40 and 500 km depth, the radial correlation length
limits the actual number of independent layers to 4 or 5. These
layers can in turn display effectively the same azimuth and so the
real number of layers with different orientations (in complex areas)
may be at the most two or three. However, it is important to note
that in many areas these azimuthal variations and this stratifica-
tion of anisotropy are real and significant, although they cannot
directly be inferred from shear wave splitting (Silver and Savage,
1994; Rümpker and Silver, 1998; Saltzer et al., 2000).

The predicted delay times are smaller than the observed. Fig. 9
shows a scatter-plot, comparing the predicted delay times of the
surface-wave model with those delay times of the smoothed,
observed delay times for smoothing parameters of R = 600 km. The
majority of the data are located on the right-hand side of the
graph, implying that surface-wave-predicted delay times are biased
to smaller values. This also shows up in relatively low coherence
(Fig. 4). Our findings of best coherence between the two datasets at
approximately 600 km is in agreement with the stochastic model of
anisotropy correlation by Becker et al. (2007), which reveals a rela-
tively short correlation length of splitting parameters of L ∼550 km
for orogens and volcanic zones.

There is only a limited amount of shear-wave splitting measure-
ments in the oceans although future deployments of Ocean Bottom
Seismometers will eventually enhance the global splitting coverage
of continents having mostly thick and old lithosphere, with some-
times ancient anisotropy orientations, and oceans having a much
more recent and simpler history (Montagner, 2002; Becker et al.,
2003), which will probably include exciting new possibilities such

(magenta with small arrow head) shear wave splitting data in Central Asia. (For
web version of the article.)
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ig. 15. Map of the predicted (blue), observed (red, with circle marker) and smoothed
f the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web vers

s observing hotspot-induced mantle flow, small-scale convection,
lume-ridge interaction, etc.

The coverage of shear-wave splitting data that are available at
his point does not allow accepting or rejecting predominantly
ast–West mantle flow (e.g., Doglioni, 1994) at global scale as mani-
ested in fast directions. The maximum observed in Fig. 3b is clearly
n artefact of the spatial sampling and probably includes many
bservations of fossil lithospheric anisotropy.

. Conclusion

In this paper, we have compared shear-wave splitting measure-
ents made around the world with predicted splitting parameters

erived from anisotropic surface-wave tomography. This allowed us
o show that the two measures of anisotropy are indeed correlated,
ven though they have very different lateral and vertical resolution.
his correlation is apparently supported by the fact that both mea-
ures are mostly sensitive to the upper mantle (e.g., Sieminski et
l., 2007). The quality of the measurements and resulting models
llows us to address the limit of lateral resolution of the anisotropic
urface-wave model. Finally, the agreement of the two different
ethods highlights the fact that the two techniques are fully com-

lementary since they are sensitive to vertical or lateral variations
f upper mantle flow and therefore deserve to be twined together

n studies aiming at mapping upper mantle deformation.
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